LOVE

(by SusanBensonTodd & “others”)

Involves Everything…
good and bad.
“The whole of history is the work of Love.”
Hopefully there will always be more Love than Hate.
“Traditional symbols of love (often) express a duality in which the
two
antagonistic elements are (or could be), nevertheless, reconciled.
Symbols used in LOVE which relate to subject of Love are the following:
“the dualism of Ancient Chinese ‘Yin and Yang’ divides the left side, or
‘yin,’ as Receptive, Ideas, Discovery, and Generation and
the ‘yang’ side as Aggressive, Markets, Products, Growth
They can be complementary, interconnected, and interrelate
to one another.” (Google)
the Cross where the upright beam is the world-axis and the
cross-beam or the world of phenomena…are symbols of
Conjunction, or the ultimate goal of true Love: the elimination
of dualism and separation.” (p185 Lorelei : THE LOVER
Inverted (upside down) cross represents humility…reaching
down towards the earth.” by Fontana
Other Symbols included in LOVE are:
Heart “the will to believe, deriving from “our heart,” instincts
and courage,…our passional and volitional nature,…which
science and logic provide.” by Pascal, WSJ: 9-29-‘12
Circles mean ‘Pearl Mother;’ or the enjoyment of the
interaction with others.
An Open circle for some groups of SW Indians lets the spirits
move through the circle.
Oval shapes “appear in pagan cultures as a symbol for the sun
god.” by Fontana
“When horizontal becomes the all-seeing eye, best
known in Horus’(Egyptian lord of the skies), by Fontana
A Peace sign means Hope for Peace.

Being White which also symbolizes Hope, it gives a ‘double
whammy’ of positive message.
The wavy (white) line is the ‘River of Life,/ Go with the Flow.’

LOVE is painted somewhat like a landscape, thus
the River and/or the water, soil, vegetation, and the sunlight
also represent the elements needed for life.
Today we see an angry, almost a jealous, resentful need,
for Humans to be in charge, to control others, or seek power…
almost as if there is a rebelliousness or an anger in much of
the world.
Thus, in LOVE, the smaller middle “core” area has the darker, more severe
colors which represent these negative feelings:
“Red means power, (sometimes) overly aggressive, (Red
can) turn people ‘“oﬀ;’
Black means being restricted, rigid, and resentful.
Navy or Dark Blue sometimes means sadness and gloom;
unknown, mysterious, and maybe loyal to a fault.
Green can mean bitter, or shy.” We also know the saying ‘green
with Envy.’
Fortunately among people (or groups) with a visible lack of
Love, there is often, is a hidden squelched Love.
That is where more Positive Colors that surround the darker, negative
colors in LOVE come into play.
Being larger areas they hopefully influence others!
They represent happier traits found in most people,
whether hidden or not. Hopefully there are larger numbers
of positive, loving people who might break down or replace

the negativity:
“Yellow means Love, intelligence, purity, and friendliness
and can be stimulating and up-lifting.
Pink also means Love.
Blue also means Loving, friendly, or honesty, everlasting
and harmony; also New ways of thinking; original ideas
Light Blue means purity and happiness.
Orange also means Hope, light, energy; also adventuresome and/or flamboyant.
Purple means meditative.
Gold means loyal, and/ or organized.
And, luckily
Green also means Harmony, or a new beginning as in
growth and nature, a positive influence!!
White, a crucial color (or in a scientific meaning white is
a lack of color) and has a huge role in LOVE, because
it also means
Hope,” and it Is the axis or the ‘river that runs through’
and between the myriad of colors, reaching all people
in LOVE, both the Positive and the Negative, the
Ying-Yang, giving
Hope of LOVE instead of Hate,
and a more promising future to all.

My sources are from collected and filed random copied articles, and pages
in books like the one mentioned above: “The Lover,” by Lorelei

